Podemos Jávea, results survey 2021/22
‘How do you want Jávea to be?’
1) Housing: To what degree are you concerned about access to adequate and affordable housing in
Jávea?
1 = very little/not at all ;

10 = extremely concerned ;

2) Environment (sectors): What aspects of environmental protection are you concerned about? (you can check several
options)

3) Employment. To what degree do you think there is qualified employment in Jávea?
1 = There is very little qualified employment;

10 = There is a lot of qualified employment;

4) Public employment. To what degree do you prefer services to be carried out by municipal workers or through
contracts with private companies?
1 = By municipal workers;

10 = Via external contracts;

5) Tourism. What worries you most about the Jávea tourism model? (you can check multiple boxes)

6) Public transport. To what degree should public transport between the old town, the port and the Arenal and the
urbanizations be improved?
1 = A little, it's fine;

10 = A lot, it's very poor;

7) Parks and playgrounds for children. How necessary do you think it is that there are more playgrounds with natural
materials and interactive games?
1 = unnecessary;

10 = very necessary;

8) Leisure. Do you think that the leisure offer is adequate for…

9) The elderly, dependency; To what extent do you consider necessary more specific aid for dependents and elderly people
without family support?
1 = unnecessary;

10 = very necessary;

10) Grants. To what degree do you think there should be help for children and young people without resources to be able
to access classes / courses / extracurricular activities?
1 = unnecessary;

10 = very necessary;

11) The homeless. To what degree do you think the municipality should offer care to homeless people?
1 = unnecessary;

10 = very necessary;

12) Cleaning, maintenance and aesthetics. How clean and cared for is Jávea?

We sincerely thank you for your collaboration. Below you can leave any additional comments. (28 answers)
Comments:
1) Shocked at state of pavements especially around urbanisations where weeds allowed to grow Javea is becoming dirty - horrible grafetti
everywhere This summer it felt unsafe Lots more thefts Mass construction- especially sad to see it sppearing where once there was just trees.
Above cala Sardinia Too much contruction in port
2) Buses required not only between Arenal and Old Town
3) I holiday here 2-3 times a year and love it,been coming for 10 years
4) Gracias por esta oportunidad.
5) Too much building is going on, only to be used seasonally.
6) It is very concerning that projects are started and not completed.e.g. the Auditorio. The roads and pavements are still blocked by building huts
and materials. Why are they not cleared away? Many side roads, parking areas, verges and bin areas in the pueblo are filthy and are never
cleaned. All the attention seems to be given to the tourist areas. Many lovely old buildings are standing derelict in the pueblo. Please preserve
the old and stop building new blocks of expensive flats for the tourists.
7) Worried about number of apartment blocks being built which will make Arenal too crowded
8) I feel very privileged to be a resident of your beautiful town of Javea. I think, on the whole the council succeed in doing a marvellous job,
considereing the large and varied geographic area that Javea covers. (although there is a very large Jacarandi tree outside my apartment that
desperately needs pruning as it blocks my view of beautiful Javea!) I have lived here for 20 years and enjoy many community activities. I hope
to continue living here for many more years! Gracias a todas.
9) The public rubbish dumps are in a catastrophic state. The cleaning of the rubbish sites is very poor and I, as a citizen, pay for it every year.
Illegal dumping should be monitored by cameras and the offenders punished by fines.
10) Clean up graffiti its everywhere
11) I dislike the number of new apartments being built, especially as there are a large number of previously new apartments standing empty.
Cancellation of the Music Academy in the Pueblo is a disgrace, the town is ignoring the importance of culture, especially for the younger
generations. The now derelict building is a mess and streets around it partially blocked by temporary offices and building 'rubbish'. If anyone
knows what is going to happen to this defunct project and/or when we, the public, will be informed on the matter, please share it.
12) we are concerned about the amount of new homes and apartments to be built, causing the crowds to increase too much
13) The sea and beaches are key to Javea. They bring in people for holiday and to live. Treat them well. There is too much plastic everywhere, the
port is littered with it. Re-educate people we have to be careful with the environment. Not only because as humans we have this responsibility,
but also because it is Javea's lifeline and the reason why me, as a Dutch, live here. Furthermore re-think the tourism model. In summer it is
overcrowded with a lot of people not bringing in any money into the Javea economy while at the same time putting a lot of pressure on it's
nature. Javea is not a party place, it is a place with unique natural beauty and tourism should be focused on people who know how to enjoy and
appreciate it without a sound system near to them. Last point; try to re-vitalize the old town. It has a lot of charm, but with way to many
buildings being empty. There are hardly any interesting shops and also the amount of restaurants and bar is not very impressive. To me, the

beauty (and future) of Javea lies in the sea (and nature in general), the port and the old town. Not in Arenal. People who want this can go to
Denia.
14) The urbanisation Villes del Vent is not good maintained by the townhall Xabia, no streetlights, the rain gutters are full of sand and the rain water
cannot run away. IT NEEDS URGENT ATTENTION!
15) The empty plots are full of dirt.The greenery proliferates and grows so high that the view is obstructed, the footpath is not passable. Street
lamps do not burn and are placed in such a way that they are in the green leaves of the trees. I speak of Piver, a beautiful, new neighborhood
and standing in Calle del Río Cabriel. There is sweeping but because the trees are not pruned the driver drives around it resulting in a dirty
street. The manhole covers are not properly sealed with concrete. The neighborhood is dark and ideal for burglars.It seems to me a good
measure to impose on the landowners of empty plots to maintain the plots. Due to fire hazard, appearance and preservation of views and total
upgrade from the neighborhood.
16) The environment needs to be key for any future developments, also not having cars parked along the bay between the Arenal & Port has been
really positive in my opinion.
17) There is no streets lights in Ville de Vent, dangerous for security, and no public cleaning of streets
18) would be nice to have an offer of entertainment programs in Javea
19) My urbanisation has no street lights now for over two years. The streets of the urbanisation are not cleaned by the municipality. The green areas
of the urbanisation are only cleaned once a year.
20) Far too much new construction in Costa Nova. Houses worth millions of euros for very rich people being built on virgin coastal land. This area
is settled 40 years ago and new build should not be allowed. The coasts have enough houses already. The council should not be giving
permission to cut plots in half and build these huge monstrous houses. It is false to say it gives work. It is not sustainable for the environment
which is being lost to keep unnecessary building on the Javea coast. Many pine and other trees are demolished and the bird and animal life is
depleting quickly. The council has no policy to ask neighbours opinions when new constructions are applied for. That is wrong. Council
policies need to be updated. These houses take 1 year to 18 months to complete and the drilling and building noise is unacceptable for that
amount of time. Neighbours cannot go in their garden. The trucks and large equipment make a terrible noise. I hope you take notice The council
never responds to complaints. Thank you
21) Villes del vent no streets are cleaned. Lighting is not working, so we fear for robbery and are scared evening and nights without any streetlight
in calle Hans Holbein
22) We still miss streetlights in Villes del Vent, after the cables were stolen
23) We are very concerned about the water not floating away after heavy rain in Calle Pieter Bruegel . Especialy in front of our house .
24) Need street lights on all year round. Calle del iron mundo has been blacked out for 2 years now! Why is this?
25) In our urbanization Villes del Vent the streetlights are not working, leaving us in the pitch black in the evening (feeling very unsafe). Also the
gutters are blocked with dirt and sand and therefore the rainwater is not flowing away. Half of the urbanization is still a construction site
causing a lot of rubbage everywhere (in the nature, in the gardens, in the pools even). The streets of Monte Olimpo are not cleaned.

26) The street lighting in the Villes del Vents urbanisation does not work. This has deteriorated over the past two years and makes the streets unsafe
and crime much more likely. Please could the Javea council ensure this is repaired as soon as possible and also maintained in a good working
condition in future.
27) Its terrible that the street lights in Villes de Vent (Calle Pieter Bruegel) are not working!!!
28) I live in the les Cansalades (Monte Olimpo) area and the street lights have not been working in the last two years (due to the theft of the electric
cables in the area I have been told). It's a basic necessity and directly affects the neighborhood safety. Javea should save money on the
Christmas lights etc and fix the areas with poor infrastructure first, a simple matter of priorities.

Podemos Jávea

